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We study the behavior of a magnetorheological fluid droplet confined to a Hele-Shaw cell in the presence of
an applied radial magnetic field. Interfacial pattern formation is investigated by considering the competition
among capillary, viscoelastic, and magnetic forces. The contribution of a magnetic field-dependent yield stress
is taken into account. Linear stability analysis reveals the stabilizing role played by yield stress. On the other
hand, a mode-coupling approach predicts that the resulting fingering structures should become less and less
sharp as yield stress effects are increased. By employing a vortex-sheet formalism we have been able to
identify a family of exact stationary solutions of the problem, unveiling the development of swollen polygonal
patterns. A suggestive magnetically controlled shape transition in which the edges of the patterns change from
convex to concave has been also identified.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic fluids, termed as ferrofluids �1,2�, are stable col-
loidal suspensions typically containing water or oil combined
with nanometersized magnetic particles. This particular type
of magnetic fluid is ultrastable against settling, behaves su-
perparamagnetically, and is characterized by its prompt re-
sponse to even modest magnetic fields. Due to its respon-
siveness to magnetic stimuli, the study of ferrofluid
interfacial pattern formation has become considerably popu-
lar �3,4�. In particular, under spatially confined circum-
stances of a Hele-Shaw cell the viscosity-driven Saffman-
Taylor instability �5� is supplemented by a magnetically
induced instability, leading to a variety of interesting interfa-
cial behaviors. The Hele-Shaw flow problem, with either
nonmagnetic or magnetic fluids, has already proven its pro-
totypical role in the context of interfacial pattern formation
�6�.

One compelling example of pattern-forming systems in
confined ferrofluids is related to the labyrinthine instability
�7–9�, in which highly branched structures are formed when
a magnetic field is applied perpendicularly to the plates of a
Hele-Shaw cell. Beautiful spiral patterns and amazing proto-
zoanlike shapes can also arise when a rotating magnetic field
is added to the perpendicular field setup �10�. The emergence
of peculiar diamond-ring-shaped structures has been detected
in centrifugally driven Hele-Shaw flows under the action of
an azimuthal magnetic field �11�. In addition, quite regular
n-fold symmetric shapes emerge in both immiscible �12� and
miscible �13� ferrofluids when perpendicular and azimuthal
magnetic fields are applied simultaneously. Finally, the de-
velopment of starfishlike morphologies has been recently
predicted if a radial magnetic field configuration is used �14�.

In contrast to what happens to ferrofluids, the investiga-
tion of Hele-Shaw pattern formation with magnetorheologi-

cal �MR� fluids has been amply overlooked. Magnetorheo-
logical fluids consist of much larger, micronsized magnetized
particles dispersed in aqueous, or organic carrier liquids. The
unique feature of this kind of magnetic fluid is the abrupt
change in its viscoelastic properties upon the application of
an external magnetic field �15–19�. In the absence of an ap-
plied field �“off” state� the magnetized particles in the sus-
pension are randomly distributed, so that MR fluids appear
similar to usual nonmagnetic fluids. However, when a mag-
netic field is applied �“on” state� the large particles sus-
pended in the fluid interact, and tend to align and link to-
gether along the field’s direction, creating long particle
chains, columns, and other more complex structures. Inter-
estingly, the formation of such structures restrict the motion
of the fluid, allowing it to display a solidlike behavior.

A MR fluid can be characterized by its yield stress, which
measures the strength of the field-induced structures formed.
As opposed to Newtonian fluids, yield stress fluids �20�
�magnetic or not� can support shear stresses without flowing.
As long as the stress remains below to a certain critical value
they do not flow, but respond elastically to deformation. In
MR fluids the yield stress is magnetic field-dependent, and
varies quadratically with the strength of the applied field. As
the magnitude of the applied magnetic field is increased, the
yield stress which is associated to the highest value of stress
required to break the existing network of magnetic interac-
tions, also increases. In this sense, MR fluids work as smart
materials whose viscoelastic properties can be conveniently
tuned by an applied magnetic field. By the way, the appear-
ance of viscoelastic properties such as yield stress in ferrof-
luids, and its quadratic dependence on the applied magnetic
field has been recently verified experimentally �21,22�. Nev-
ertheless, it has been found that in ferrofluids the field-
dependent yield stress is indeed very small as compared to
the typical values obtained for MR fluids.

In this work we embark upon the study of pattern forma-
tion phenomena in MR fluids confined in Hele-Shaw geom-
etry. Considering the paradigmatic role played by Hele-Shaw
flows �1–6�, our investigation can be of significance to a*jme@df.ufpe.br
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number of physical, biological, and engineering systems re-
lated to the viscous fingering phenomenon. It is in this con-
text where the problem we study can gain some more general
relevance. We follow a previous analysis recently performed
by our research group �14� in which the response of a ferrof-
luid droplet to a radial magnetic field has been investigated.
Here, unlike most common situations examined in the litera-
ture, we focus on the situation where the constrained drop is
a magnetorheological fluid, allowing its yield stress to be
manipulated via the application of an external radial mag-
netic field. The magnetically tuned viscoelastic properties in-
troduced by this system open up the possibility of unveiling
still unexplored pattern morphologies and interesting dy-
namic behavior.

In Sec. II, the basic equations describing the system are
presented, and the moving boundary problem is properly
specified. By employing a mode-coupling approach �Sec. III�
we have been able to study the linear stability of the rising
patterns, as well as to examine important aspects of their
morphology at the onset of nonlinear effects. A more detailed
account of the resulting nonlinear shapes is provided by the
determination of nontrivial exact stationary solutions for the
problem with nonzero surface tension. These solutions are
obtained through a vortex-sheet formalism, and reveal the
development of characteristic swollen polygon-shaped pat-
terns �Sec. IV�. We have also identified a magnetically in-
duced shape transition in which the interface goes from con-
vex to concave as magnetic field effects are considerably
larger than interfacial tension. A summary of our chief con-
clusions is presented in Sec. V.

II. PHYSICAL PROBLEM AND GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Figure 1 illustrates an incompressible, MR fluid droplet of
unperturbed radius R and viscosity �, which is surrounded
by a nonmagnetic, Newtonian fluid of negligible viscosity.

The fluids are located between two narrowly spaced flat
plates of a Hele-Shaw cell of thickness b. The surface ten-
sion between the fluids is nonzero and denoted by �. We
consider that the MR fluid droplet is subjected to an in-plane
radial magnetic field

H =
H0

L
rr̂ , �1�

where r is the radial distance from the origin of the coordi-
nate system �located at the center of the droplet�, H0 is a
constant, L is a characteristic length, and r̂ is a unit vector in
the radial direction. It is worth pointing out that this specific
magnetic field configuration can be generated by a pair of
identical Helmholtz coils whose currents are equal and flow
in opposite directions �“anti-Helmholtz” configuration�. The
experimental conditions required to obtain such a radial
magnetic field have been discussed in detail in �23�.

For the quasi-two-dimensional geometry of the Hele-
Shaw cell, one reduces the three-dimensional flow to an
equivalent two-dimensional one by averaging the Navier-
Stokes equation over the direction perpendicular to the
plates. The gap-average procedure is performed by neglect-
ing the inertial terms, considering a large aspect ratio geom-
etry �R�b�, and using the Bingham model for yield stress
fluids �24,25�. By taking into account the contribution of
viscoelastic and magnetic effects, plus the existence of a
magnetic field-dependent yield stress �y =�y�H�, one can
write a modified Darcy’s law for the gap-averaged velocity v
of a confined MR fluid �24–26�

v = −
b2

12�
��� +

3�y�H�
b

r̂� . �2�

The derivation of Eq. �2� assumes the regime of high viscos-
ity compared to yield effects. On the basis of the symmetry
of the applied magnetic field configuration, we consider the
prevalent yielding occurring along the radial direction. Note
that one recovers the usual Darcy’s law for Newtonian mag-
netic fluids �7,8� by setting �y�H�=0.

The gap-averaged generalized pressure is defined as

� =
1

b
�

−b/2

+b/2

�P − ��dz , �3�

where P is the three-dimensional hydrodynamic pressure,

� = �0�
0

H

MdH �4�

represents a magnetic pressure, �0 denotes the magnetic per-
meability of free space, and M is the magnetization of the
MR fluid. Note that for the nonmagnetic fluid M =0. In this
context, the magnetic body force acting on the MR fluid is
given by �0M �H �1,2�, where H is the applied magnetic
field.

The magnetic field-dependent yield stress is given by
�17–19,21,22,27,28�

FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic illustration of a Hele-Shaw
cell of thickness b containing an initially circular droplet �dashed
curve� of a MR fluid, surrounded by a nonmagnetic fluid. The anti-
Helmholtz coils produce a magnetic field H pointing radially out-
wards in the plane of the cell. Fingering interfacial patterns arise
due to the action of the radial magnetic field.
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�y�H� = �y0 + 	H2, �5�

where �y0 represents the yield stress in the absence of the
magnetic field, and 	 is a constant that depends on the ma-
terial properties of the MR fluid, being proportional to the
particle volume fraction �19�. In general the field dependence
of a yield stress fluid is represented by a power law �y�H�
−�y0�Hn with 1
n
2, and the case we consider here n
=2 is the one for which the magnetization is linearly related
to the applied magnetic field �17–19� M=�H, where � is the
magnetic susceptibility. This linear relation holds as long as
H�Hsat, where Hsat is the field magnitude at saturation mag-
netization �O�102 kA /m–103 kA /m��. It is worth empha-
sizing that, despite the non-Newtonian character of the MR
fluid �due to its yield stress�, we consider that it presents a
constant viscosity. This assumption enables the flow to stay
potential. Of course, more involved theoretical descriptions
may incorporate a shear and magnetic field-dependent vis-
cosity to certain types of magnetic fluids �29�, but this is
beyond the scope of our current work.

Forces arising from gradients of the mean pressure, as in
the case of Darcy’s law Eq. �2�, characterize an irrotational
flow in the bulk. In this framework Darcy’s law Eq. �2� can
be conveniently rewritten in a dimensionless form

v = − � ,

 = p − �NBr2 + S0r + Sr3, �6�

where  is a velocity potential, and p is the gap-averaged
hydrodynamic pressure. The parameter

NB =
�0H0

2r0
3

2�L2 �7�

represents the dimensionless magnetic Bond number, and
measures the ratio of magnetic to capillary forces. In addi-
tion

S0 =
3�y0r0

2

�b
�8�

and

S =
	H0

2r0
4

�L2b
�9�

are related to the yield-stress contributions at zero, and non-
zero applied magnetic field, respectively. In Eq. �6� lengths
and velocities are rescaled by r0, and �b2 / �12�r0

2�, respec-
tively. The typical length scale r0 is of the order of the un-
perturbed droplet radius R, and will be more properly defined
subsequently �Sec. IV�. From now on, we work with the
dimensionless version of the equations.

By inspecting Eq. �6� the driving and stabilizing forces of
the problem become apparent. It has a radial driving force
pushing the MR fluid off center, with a term growing linearly
with the radial coordinate �proportional to NB� stemming
from the magnetic pressure Eq. �4�. Moreover, it presents
two stabilizing contributions, the first one being a constant
force �proportional to S0�, and a second which is quadratic
�proportional to S� in the radial coordinate. These stabilizing

forces come from the two terms of the yield stress given by
Eq. �5�. Already at this point, we can find noteworthy con-
nections of Eq. �6� with general Hele-Shaw flow problems:
one can identify the rotating Hele-Shaw centrifugal force
�30–32�, and the channel-geometry constant driving force
�gravity or pressure difference� �33,34� but of stabilizing na-
ture. On the other hand, the quadratic term in the force �pro-
portional to S� is unparalleled, being exclusively related to
the field-dependent yield stress.

Further specification about the velocity potential is pro-
vided by the augmented pressure jump boundary condition

�p = � − NB�2r2�n̂ · r̂�2, �10�

where n̂ denotes the unit normal vector to the interface. The
first term on the right-hand side of Eq. �10� represents the
usual contribution related to surface tension and interfacial
curvature �. Here � is the dimensionless in-plane curvature.
The meniscus curvature, in the direction perpendicular to the
plates, is of larger magnitude, but nearly constant. Therefore,
its gradient is nearly zero, so that it does not significantly
affect the dynamics. When the assumption of constant me-
niscus curvature is valid, the cell gap thickness can be scaled
out of the problem, since it always appears together with the
viscosity. This is the reason why the basic equations of the
problem are not explicitly dependent on b. The second term
in Eq. �10� is set by the so-called magnetic normal traction
�1,2�, which considers the influence of the normal compo-
nent of the magnetization at the interface, and its linear re-
lation to the applied magnetic field.

From the incompressibility condition � ·v=0 it can be
verified that the velocity potential is Laplacian. Therefore,
the definition of the moving boundary problem is specified
by the following equations

�2 = 0, �11�

	 �

�n
	

in

=	 �

�n
	

out

, �12�

	 �

�s
	

in

−	 �

�s
	

out

= � , �13�

where the subscripts label the inner �in� and outer �out� flu-
ids, and � /�s=�s �� /�n=�n� is the derivative along the tan-
gent �normal� direction to the interface. Equation �12� de-
scribes the continuity of the normal velocity at the interface,
and Eq. �13� its tangential jump of magnitude �. This jump
originates a nonzero vorticity region restricted to the inter-
face separating the fluids �35,36�. With the help of the gen-
eralized Darcy’s law Eq. �6�, and the pressure jump Eq. �10�
an explicit expression for the vortex sheet strength can be
derived yielding

� = 2�s
� − NBr2��1 + ��n̂ · r̂�2� + S0r + Sr3�

− �	 �

�s
	

in

+	 �

�s
	

out
 . �14�

While presenting our results in Secs. III and IV we make
sure that the values of all relevant dimensionless quantities
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we utilize �Eqs. �7�–�9�� are consistent with realistic physical
parameters related to existing magnetic field arrangements,
and material properties of MR fluids. For the typical param-
eters related to the Hele-Shaw setup under study, we take
b=10−3 m �which appears in S0 and S�, and
R=10−2−10−1 m. Recall that r0 �that shows up in NB, S0,
and S� has the same order of magnitude of R. While dealing
with the strength of the magnetic fields, we consider rela-
tively low values 2.5 kA /m
H0
10 kA /m which are eas-
ily achievable by using a typical Helmholtz coils setup,
where the radius of a coil is considerably larger than the
radius of the MR fluid droplet. The characteristic length L
related to the radial magnetic configuration is of the order of
a few centimeters �23�. The quantities H0 and L are present
in the parameters NB and S. Regarding the material proper-
ties of the MR fluid, in S we take 	=3.0�10−7 N /A2

�21,28�, and in S0 consider that the “off” state yield stress �y0
varies from 0.3 Pa to 45 Pa �28,37�. For the magnetic sus-
ceptibility we take 0.1
�
1 �38�. Finally, for the surface
tension � we use a typical value of 10−3 Pa m in the param-
eters given by Eqs. �7�–�9�.

III. LINEAR STABILITY AND WEAKLY NONLINEAR
DYNAMICS

After having formally stated the moving boundary prob-
lem in terms of the velocity potential, we proceed by em-
ploying a perturbative mode-coupling approach to examine
the linear stability of the interface, and morphological fea-
tures of the resulting patterns at the onset of nonlinear ef-
fects.

Due to the action of the radial magnetic field
the fluid-fluid interface may deform, and its perturbed
shape is described as R�� , t�=R+��� , t�, where
��� , t�=�n=−�

+� �n�t�exp�in�� represents the net interface per-
turbation with Fourier amplitudes �n�t�, and discrete azi-
muthal wave numbers n. The azimuthal angle in the plane of
the Hele-Shaw cell is denoted by �. We define Fourier ex-
pansions for the velocity potential, and use the boundary
conditions presented in Sec. II to express  in terms of �n to
obtain a dimensionless mode-coupling differential equation
for the system �for n�0�, accurate to second-order in the
perturbation amplitudes

d�n

dt
= ��n��n + �

n��0

�F�n,n�� + ��n��G�n,n����n��n−n�,

�15�

where

��n� = �n��2NB��1 + �� −
1

R3 �n2 − 1� −
S0

R
− 3SR� �16�

is the linear growth rate. The second-order mode-coupling
terms are represented as

F�n,n�� =
�n�
R
�NB�
1 + ��1 + n��n − n����

−
1

R3�1 −
n�

2
�3n� + n�� − 3SR� , �17�

G�n,n�� =
1

R

�n��sgn�nn�� − 1� − 1� . �18�

The sign function sgn equals �1 according to the sign of its
argument. Notice that when S=S0=0 Eqs. �16�–�18� repro-
duce the results obtained in �14� for the corresponding prob-
lem in Newtonian ferrofluids, where yield stress effects have
been completely neglected.

The terms appearing in the expression for the function
F�n ,n�� in Eq. �17� arise from the magnetic applied field,
surface tension, and field-dependent yield stress, respec-
tively. The term proportional to �2 comes from the square of
the projection of the interface normal in the radial direction
in the pressure jump condition �Eq. �10��. In contrast the
function G�n ,n�� defined in Eq. �18� presents no dependence
on magnetic effects.

We use Eq. �15� to investigate how the development of
interfacial instabilities at early stages of the pattern forma-
tion is influenced by the radial magnetic field. At the linear
level, the relevant physical effects examined in the discus-
sion of Eq. �6� just add up, as expressed by the linear growth
rate. Since a positive ��n� leads to an unstable interface, Eq.
�16� tells us that for a given nonzero �, NB destabilizes the
system. As expected, the magnetic contribution to the growth
rate tends to move the MR fluid toward regions of higher
magnetic fields, stimulating the growth of fingering struc-
tures. This behavior is analogous to the role played by the
centrifugal force in the rotating Hele-Shaw problem �30–32�.
On the other hand, the term involving �n2−1� is associated to
the surface tension and plays a stabilizing role. The terms
related to the yield stress contribution �S and S0� are also
stabilizing and tend to inhibit fingering formation. In particu-
lar the term S0 is related to a constant radial force acting
similarly to gravity or pressure difference appearing in the
usual Saffman-Taylor problem in channel geometry �33,34�.

By examining Eq. �16� it is evident that increasingly
larger values of S and S0 shrink the band of unstable modes
�which can be accessed by taking ��n�=0�. In addition, we
notice that the maximum of ��n� which occurs at n=nmax,
where

n
max

=�1

3
�1 + R3�2N

B
��1 + �� −

S
0

R
− 3SR��

�19�

decreases as S or S0 is ramped up. As it is well known, the
fastest growing mode, given by the closest integer to nmax, is
the mode that will tend to dominate during early stages of the
pattern formation.

In summary, at the very early stages of the dynamics the
role of the yield stress terms is to decrease the wave number
of maximum growth just as the maximum growth rate, and to
tight the band of unstable modes. Conversely, both NB and �
tend to destabilize the system. Note that the additional mag-
netization term appearing in Eq. �10� is of second order in
the interface perturbation �, being legitimately nonlinear and
therefore of no influence at purely linear stages of interfacial
evolution.
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Despite the importance of the linear stability analysis, in-
teresting information about the morphology of the rising pat-
terns can be acquired at the weakly nonlinear stage of the
interface evolution. We investigate how the radial magnetic
field influences the shape of the emerging MR fluid patterns
by using the full mode-coupling differential Eq. �15�. As in
�14,39�, we study a mechanism controlling the finger shape
behavior through magnetic means, and consider the coupling
of a small number of modes. To simplify our discussion we
rewrite Eq. �15� in terms of cosine and sine modes, where the
cosine an=�n+�−n and sine bn= i��n−�−n� amplitudes are
real-valued. Without loss of generality we choose the phase
of the fundamental mode so that an�0 and bn=0. Under
such circumstances, finger tip-sharpening and tip-broadening
phenomena are described by considering the influence of a
fundamental mode n on the growth of its harmonic 2n. One
key piece of information about the morphology of the emerg-
ing patterns can be extracted from the equation of motion for
the harmonic cosine mode

da2n

dt
= ��2n�a2n +

1

2
T�2n,n�an

2, �20�

where the finger tip function is defined as

T�2n,n� = �F�2n,n� + ��n�G�2n,n�� . �21�

It can be shown that the equivalent growth of the sine mode
b2n is uninfluenced by an and does not present second-order
couplings, so we focus on the growth of the cosine mode.

The interesting point about the function T�2n ,n� is that it
controls the finger shape behavior. The sign of T�2n ,n� dic-
tates whether finger tip-sharpening or finger tip broadening is
favored by the dynamics. From Eq. �20� we see that if
T�2n ,n��0, the result is a driving term of order an

2 forcing
growth of a2n�0, the sign that is required to cause outward-
pointing fingers to become sharp, favoring finger tip sharp-
ening. In contrast, if T�2n ,n��0 growth of a2n�0 would be
favored, leading to outwards-pointing finger tip broadening.

In order to gain insight about the morphological response
of the fingers to the action of a radial magnetic field, and also
to the effects induced by yield stress, in Fig. 2 we plot
T�2n ,n� as a function of NB. We consider two distinct values
of S0, and for each one of them we take three increasingly
larger values of S. As in �14�, to ensure that both participat-
ing modes �n and 2n� are able to grow we take n such that
��2n�=0, implying in the observance of a critical value of
NB for each pair of S0 and S.

By inspecting Fig. 2 we readily observe that T�2n ,n� is a
positive, increasing function of NB, indicating that once the
fingers are formed they tend to develop sharp tips. Moreover,
for a given S0 we notice that T�2n ,n� tends to decrease as
one increases the value of S. This indicates that the yield
stress influences the shape of the patterns, inhibiting the for-
mation of pronounced spiked tips. It is also clear that larger
values of S0 favor further suppression of sharp edged fingers.

We conclude this section by contrasting the finger tip be-
havior studied here with other general Hele-Shaw problems.
First, we point out that in the channel geometry Hele-Shaw
setup �33,34� there is no coupling between the fundamental

and its first harmonic mode, leading to absence of finger tip
splitting at second order. Besides, the situation of a Newton-
ian ferrofluid in the presence of a radial magnetic field �14�
does present such a coupling, resulting in a high magnitude,
positive finger tip function T�2n ,n� which favors the forma-
tion of sharp fingers. However, in the MR fluid case, the
presence of the yield stress �negative sign� terms S and S0 in
the mode-coupling function F�n ,n�� and in ��n� conspire to
produce a positive finger tip function of smaller magnitude,
resulting in fingering structures that are less sharp than the
ones obtained with Newtonian ferrofluids.

The weakly nonlinear predictions suggest that the result-
ing fingers should become less and less sharp as the yield
stress parameters are augmented. In this sense, our mode-
coupling approach enables one to access analytically the
morphology of the emerging structures already at very early
nonlinear stages of the dynamics. This is in contrast to the
usual purely linear results which primarily refer to the stabil-
ity of the patterns.

IV. EXACT STATIONARY SOLUTIONS

In this section we turn to a more specific description of
the patterns’ morphology through the calculation of exact
solutions for this problem. The exact stationary solutions re-
veal even more details about the shape of the patterns. Simi-
larly to �14� we apply a vortex-sheet formalism �35,36� in
order to access the exact stationary shapes obtained when a
droplet of a confined MR fluid is subjected to a radial mag-
netic field. As discussed in detail in �40,41� this type of exact
solutions with nonzero surface tension can be found by im-
posing a condition of zero vorticity ��=0� plus considering a
stationary state �� /�s �in=� /�s �out=0� in Eq. �14�. Under
such circumstances, we find that the curvature of the inter-
face satisfies a nonlinear ordinary differential equation

�s
� − NBr2��1 + ��n̂ · r̂�2� + S0r + Sr3� = 0, �22�

which can be integrated to obtain

150 200 250 300
NB

10000

20000

30000

40000

T
�2

n,
n�

S�60
S�67
S�74

S�60
S�67
S�74

S0�57.6

S0�128

FIG. 2. Behavior of the finger tip function T�2n ,n� as the mag-
netic Bond number NB is varied, for R=0.9, �=0.5, and two differ-
ent values of the zero field yield stress parameter: S0=57.6 �solid
curves�, and S0=128 �dashed curves�. For each value of S0, three
increasing magnitudes for the magnetic field-dependent yield stress
parameter are used: S=60 �black�, S=67 �dark gray�, and S=74
�light gray�.
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� = ��r,r sin �� = a + br2 + c�r sin ��2 − S0r − Sr3,

�23�

where a is a constant of integration. For brevity we define
b=NB�, and c=NB�2. In Eq. �23� we have used the fact that
n̂ · r̂= �sin �, where � is the angle between the radius vector
r̂ and the tangent vector ŝ at the interface.

Our goal is to study the fully nonlinear family of planar
curves whose curvature has the general form given by Eq.
�23�. These curves are the nonzero surface tension exact sta-
tionary solutions which balance the competing capillary, vis-
coelastic, and magnetic effects at the MR fluid interface. A
number of important morphological features of the stationary
solutions can be obtained by the numerical evaluation of the
nonlinear differential Eq. �22�, without recourse to intensive
numerical simulations. This way, we can explore the richness
behind a family of curves whose curvatures are prescribed by
Eq. �23� by manipulating the relevant control parameters of
the problem, namely, NB, �, S0, S, the constant a, and the
specifications r0=r��=0� and �0=���=0�. For a thorough
discussion about the numerical approach used to solve the
type of differential equation given in Eq. �22� we refer the
reader to �41�.

The parameter r0 defines the maximum radial distance
obtained for a given stationary pattern. At this point, we
justify our choice of r0 as a convenient parameter to rescale
lengths in our problem. If the unperturbed radius R were to
be chosen as the parameter to rescale lengths, a very strict
constraint would be imposed to the system, since in this case
all the areas of the resulting exact steady shapes should have
to coincide. It turns out that it is not at all trivial to keep the
areas of all perturbed patterns the same, and simultaneously
fulfill the requirements that all interfacial curves should be
closed �i.e., commensurable with 2��, and non-self-
intersecting. We have circumvented this practical difficulty
by conveniently selecting r0 as the appropriate length scale
for the problem without loss of generality.

In Fig. 3, we present a representative collection of pos-
sible exact stationary solutions for the problem of a confined
MR fluid droplet under the influence of a radial magnetic
field. The shapes are obtained for NB=256, �=0.5, �0
=� /2, r0=1, S0=57.6, and by considering four decreasing
values of the magnetic field-dependent yield stress parameter
S: �a� 105.13, �b� 100.13, �c� 93.13, and �d� 84.13. For con-
venience, for each value of S, we adjust the constant a so that
the final pattern has the number of fingers �or, edges� n
=nmax as arising from the linear regime according to Eq.
�19�. We emphasize that the choice of a is arbitrary, and the
way we set it should not be interpreted as if the linear regime
dictates the final morphological features of the fully nonlin-
ear exact steady shapes. Note that all patterns shown in this
work are stationary shapes, and not a time evolving sequence
of events. The resulting peculiar shapes depicted in Fig. 3
resemble convex-shaped polygons. In fact, they are what we
could name as n-gons with n=2, 3, 4 and 5 corners. They
look like “swollen” regular polygons presenting convex
edges. This family of shapes differs from the ones obtained
in �14� for Newtonian ferrofluids, where concave-shaped
polygons and peaky starfishlike structures �with edges

curved inward� have been obtained. So, the convex-shape
signature of the patterns can be attributed to the yield stress
effects introduced by the parameters S0 and S. It is also evi-
dent from Fig. 3 that by decreasing the value of S �keeping
NB and S0 fixed� the number of fingering structures �or, cor-
ners� increases.

Figure 4 addresses a situation similar to the one illustrated
in Fig. 3, but now taking a larger value of the zero applied
field yield stress parameter S0=128. We set NB=256, �
=0.5, �0=� /2, r0=1, and consider the following decreasing
values of S: �a� 81.67, �b� 76.67, �c� 69.67, and �d� 60.67. As

FIG. 3. �Color online� Typical stationary shape solutions for
NB=256, �=0.5, �0=� /2, r0=1, S0=57.6, and �a� S=105.13, �b�
S=100.13, �c� S=93.13, and �d� S=84.13.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Typical stationary shape solutions for
NB=256, �=0.5, �0=� /2, r0=1, S0=128, and �a� S=81.67, �b� S
=76.67, �c� S=69.67, and �d� S=60.67.
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in Fig. 3 for each value of S we adjust the magnitude of a so
that n=nmax. The resulting exact shapes are again character-
ized as regular n-gons presenting convex-shaped edges,
where the number of corners increase for lower values of S.
However, the patterns shown in Fig. 4 for S0=128, are even
more “inflated” than the ones obtained in Fig. 3 for S0
=57.6. In Fig. 4 the edges bulge outward, making the tips of
the fingers to become not as sharp as the ones obtained in
Fig. 3. In other words, the consideration of larger values of
S0 resulted in the inhibition of sharper tips. The comparison
between the characteristic shapes presented in Figs. 3 and 4
reinforces the validity of the weakly nonlinear predictions
made in Sec. III, which prognosticated diminished tendency
toward finger tip-sharpening for larger S0.

Another situation of interest refers to the response of the
patterns to increased values of the magnetic Bond number
NB. This issue is investigated in Fig. 5. It depicts interfacial
MR fluid patterns generated by taking �=0.5, �0=� /2, r0
=1, a=−6.36, S0=38.02, S=23.80, and four increasingly
larger magnitudes of NB: �a� 109.85, �b� 126.57, �c� 148.06,
and �d� 150.53. Instead of plain convex-shaped structures,
different types of patterns arise as NB increases: first, in Fig.
5�a� a nearly perfect square with almost straight edges is
observed. Therefore, the convex polygon sides obtained in
Figs. 3 and 4 have flattened out. As NB increases further �Fig.
5�b�� a sort of “shape transition” is revealed, showing the
appearance of a concave-shaped four-gon presenting more
pointy corners �or, fingers�. If NB continues to increase �Fig.
5�c�� the number of fingers also increases, while protrusions
start growing from them leading to the formation of a
starfish-like pattern presenting 5 fingers, similar to those ob-
served in �14� for Newtonian ferrofluids. If the ramping of
NB goes on �Fig. 5�d��, the growth in the number of fingers

continues and a six-fingered limiting shape is obtained for
which the fingers tend to pinch off. Incidentally, equivalent
pinch-off phenomena have also been found in �14�. The fact
that the patterns presented in Fig. 5 tend to the shapes ob-
tained for Newtonian ferrofluids under a radial field makes
perfect sense: as NB is increased the yield stress effects are
eventually overcome, making the MR fluid to behave like
usual ferrofluids. Note that the linear prediction which re-
gards the growth of a larger number of fingers for increased
NB is consonant with the generic features of the exact solu-
tions illustrated in Fig. 5. Moreover, the weakly nonlinear
prediction related to the formation of sharper and sharper
fingering structures as NB is increased can be also verified.

We close this section by discussing an important issue for
the relevance of the exact solutions we have found in this
work, which refers to their stability. It is known that similar
classes of exact solutions, for instance those that arise in the
rotating Hele-Shaw problem �40,41�, are unstable. Likewise,
the exact stationary patterning structures which emerge when
a Newtonian ferrofluid droplet is subjected to an applied ra-
dial magnetic field �14� are also unstable. To the best of our
knowledge the only known stable exact solutions are those
related to peculiar shapes presenting cusplike protrusions ob-
tained for rotating Hele-Shaw flows, in the limit of infinitely
long filaments �42�.

Despite the stabilizing role played by yield stress effects,
we have verified that the exact solutions for MR fluids we
investigated in this work are in fact unstable. Most situations
will not have a steady state attractor so that a direct connec-
tion to the linear and weakly nonlinear regimes can be non-
trivial. Moreover, it is correct to say that most of the exact
stationary shapes found in �14,40–43�, and the ones obtained
in this work, are of considerable difficulty to be observed
experimentally in a direct fashion. In practice, as discussed
in �40� in order to obtain such stationary solutions one has to
be able to carefully set initial conditions, which should be
sufficiently close to these prescribed forms. In the case of
magnetic fluids, this question of experimental accessibility of
the steady exact solutions could be possibly facilitated by
designing a magnet with the desired shape, and using it to set
the proper initial condition in a more controlled fashion �44�.
Once this situation is achieved one would verify a slowing
down of the dynamics in the neighborhood of stationary
states. Actually, an analogous line of reasoning has been re-
cently used in �42� where it is argued that exact stationary
solutions obtained for the rotating Hele-Shaw problem could
be of relevance to explain a transient slowing down observed
in existing experiments �45�.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The study of Hele-Shaw pattern formation in ferrofluids
has been largely explored during the last few decades. These
investigations have unveiled a number of patterning struc-
tures and interesting dynamic behaviors. However, the same
cannot be said about similar studies for confined magne-
torheological fluids. In this work we have examined the
emergence of patterns in a complex magnetic fluid, in which
its yield stress properties can be tuned by an external radial
magnetic field.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Gallery of possible patterns for increas-
ingly larger values of the magnetic Bond number NB. It is assumed
that �=0.5, �0=� /2, r0=1, a=−6.36, S0=38.02, S=23.80, and �a�
NB=109.85, �b� NB=126.57, �c� NB=148.06, and �d� NB=150.53.
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By using linear analysis, mode-coupling theory, and a
vortex-sheet formalism we have been able to identify several
features about the stability and morphology of the confined
MR fluid patterns. At linear stages of the dynamics, we have
found that the yield stress contributions tend to stabilize the
interface, restraining the number of fingering structures
formed. At the weakly nonlinear level, the yield stress acts to
inhibit the formation of highly spiky fingers induced by the
applied field. Finally, by assuming a stationary condition we
have accessed fully nonlinear shapes, which look like swol-
len polygons, whose edges undergo a morphological transi-
tion by varying from convex to concave structures. Despite
their unstable character, this class of exact solutions can pro-

vide useful insights for the understanding of some important
fully nonlinear aspects of this complex pattern forming sys-
tem.
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